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The tax on mamages was trifling, varying from one shilling
to four shillings The chief received all fines imposed for
criminal offences, and sometimes a fourth of the sum awarded
in civil suits
The whole administration of such parts of each district as
were jyutee was confided, by the Mahrattas, to a komavishdar,
a collector, or rather a farmer, of revenue The residence of
this person in the district was only temporary, he was, at any
time, liable to be displaced by any other who was prepared to
offer higher terms for the possession of his authority, it was,
therefore, his interest to accumulate as much money as pos-
sible, without reference either to the permanent revenue of the
pergunnah, or to the happiness of its inhabitants One means
of enriching himself was that of exacting fines for criminal
offences, and with no severer punishment, therefore, crimes of
the most heinous and flagitious nature were passed over Civil
disputes, which consisted principally of claims for the pos-
session of land, for the recovery of debts, or for the assertion
of caste rules, were, under the government of these farmers,
referred to arbitration, the komavishdar interfering only by
lending the aid of his authority for the enforcement ot the
award, and by appropriating to his own use a fourth of the
sum awarded
On the estates of the Rajpoot chieftains, justice, both civil
and criminal, where it was administered at all, was in the hands
of the grassia The influence of the Bhats and Charuns was
very powerful, and usually compelled the proper execution of
engagements* for the performance of which they were securities
Where they referred cases to arbitration, the conduct of the
grassias contrasted very favourably with that of the koma-
vishdars The chiefs levied only a very small sum from the
disputants, which was proportioned to their means, and was
always appropriated to charitable purposes x
Justice was administered principally through a system of
ordeals and oaths, which still remains in vogue, both in the
1 Vide Mr Diggle'a letter to Colonel Walker, forming an Appendix
to that officer's report * On the Company's late acquisition? m Goozerat,
* from the Peshwah and Guikowar,' dated I8th June, 1804. In regard
to the last statement see, however, above.

